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Why measure trust?
Trust is a lead indicator of future
corporate performance… the way in
which a stakeholder trusts a company
or brand now will affect how they
behave towards it in the future
► EY has developed a proprietary
methodology for defining and
measuring trust in an organisation or
brand from different stakeholder
perspectives.

Our model is based on decades of
operational and academic research and
comprises the five pillars illustrated
opposite.
►

Trust drives financial performance
EY recently participated in the
Embankment Project for
Inclusive Capitalism (EPIC)
along with over thirty of the
world’s leading companies,
investors and aCompany At
managers.
The objective of EPIC was to
look beyond traditional financial
measures of organisational
performance to find more
meaningful ways to articulate
how companies create and
sustain value.

We carried out research into the relationship
between trust as we measure it and financial
performance.
Our research demonstrated a positive
correlation between trust and financial
performance of a representative sample of
FSTE 100 companies over a 12 month period.
Trust is a lead indicator of financial
performance.
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►

Company C’s renewable energy
solutions award from Greentech
Media along with its Carbon Trust
certification position it consistently
as one of the most trusted entities
in relation to renewable energy.

►

In February Company C’s trust
dipped due to perceived links with a
“Green Deal” scandal. Company B’s
trust performance was negatively
affected by perceived association
with the arrest of Greenpeace
protesters in France featured in
media reports.

►

Company C features prominently in
coverage of rising bills and pricing
caps across the sector, whereas
regional providers such as Company
A are not mentioned as frequently
in relation to this topic. This has led
to lower levels of trust volatility for
regional providers.

►

Negative coverage of anticipated
winter fuel poverty has been diluted
by wider, more positive recent
coverage of energy price caps for
the New Year.

Trust scores over time for sustainability and renewable energy.
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Company B’s positive trust
performance is largely due to the
launch of “Metroscope,” an AI solution
aimed at improving its B2B services.
In addition, it has won a number of
new contract awards.

►

Trust in Company E has suffered due
to a customer data breach. Negative
coverage of Company C’s fines for
overcharging and losing a significant
volume of customers in 2018 has
been diluted by wider topic coverage.

►

Company C’s trust in relation to smart
meter deployment has recently dipped
due to an association in media articles
with penalty fees for clients without
smart meters.

►

Global industry-wide commentary on
smart-meters consistently and
prominently features Company C and
Company B and is generally positive.
This has positively off-set trust scores
for companies that have been fined
for missing implementation deadlines.
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►

Company D is significantly associated
with technology and innovation,
including through their smart energy
strategy, Smartgrid power system
and partnership with Google on
Project Sunroof.

►

Company C benefits from positive
coverage of similar initiatives
including their involvement in a
Blockchain trial for alternative billing
and development of a virtual power
plant for grid reliability.
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